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ABSTRACT

A method used for calibrating aircraft-mounted

aerosol generators has involved a "fly-by" of the aircraft

upwind of a .sampling array on a tall tower. This method is

reexamined to determine whether it is suitable for calibra-

ting aerosol generators mounted on slow-moving ground vehicles.

It is shown that when the vehicular speeds are as small as only

twice the wind speed, the calibration results are likely to be

erratic and many trials rust be run to obtain a reasonably good

estimate of the aerosol generator's efficiency.
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I. INTRODUC[:o'O:

A large, number of field trials have been run with the purpose of deter-

mining the efficiencies cof various aerosol generating devices Generally, the

device being tested has been mounted on an aircraft and has disseminated either

dry powder or liquid droplets along an extended crosswind line at a low altitude.

A portion of the cloud so disscminated has been sampled at fixed vertical intervals

on a call tower as the cloud drifted downwind through and around the tower. These

sampling recoveries privide a basis for making an estimate of the total material

contained within a downwind slice of the cloud The number of particles found in

this slice when divided by thie weight of material disseminated over the same cross-

wind distance as the thickness of the slice provided an estimate of the numbcr of

particles disseminated per unit weight This information alone is useful since it

is a calibrated value of the particle outp,|t per unit weight for the particular

combination of the material diiseminated, th, aircralt used and the disseminator.

This calibrated valuie of the number of particles per unit weight may be converted

to an vfficicncv value by dividing by the actual number of particles per unit

weight if ths lattvr is knowi

Gencrally, as mr-ntioncd above. long-linc disseminations have been .made

from aircraft but, in a few iwtes, truck-mounted aerosol generators have been

used Inevitably, the use of a mush slowvr vchulv has changcd the ratio of

the wind soped to ve!,lular speed within the normal range of operating wind speedi

encountered This change p.omnpts a reexamination of the flux calculation Methods

that have been employed in tl'e past t.' tee whether as••mptions and approximations

acceptable for tei fast-owving aircratt arc indeed aceptable for a slow-mwoing

vehicle.

*Discussion in this rcport will be in terms of dry material. the principles
involved are equally valid for sprays

**A wheelbarrow-mounted aerosol generator used in the Cibo trials providcd
more an enlarged "point" so,,r.e titan an extended crosswind line
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II. INITIAL ORIENTATION OF CLOUD

An attempt is usually made when particulate material is disseminated along

a line to orient the line crosswind However, the combination of the wind speed and

Sdirection values and the course followcd by the vehicle, whether aircraft or truck,

rarely results in a true crosswind orientation of the cloud. The course followed

Sby the vehicle is generally fixed and hence no adjustment can be made in vehicular

direction to compensate for any non-ideal wind direction

On occasion, the wind direction may be perpendicular to the vehicular

direction of motion. In this situation, the orientation of the cloud cannot be

exactly crosswind since the vehicular speed is not infinite. In the past, the line

disseminations from aircraft nave been treated as having been instantaneously

created insofar as the orientation of the cloud is concerned This assumption has

probably been justified, particularly for high-speed aircraft or for any aircraft

when wind speeds were low The effect of higher wind speeds or slower-moving

vehicles is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows the orientations which would result from three different

ratios of vehicular speed to wind speed where the wind direction is perpendicular

to the vehicle's course Two downwind lines, X and Y, inclose a segment of the

cloud disseminated by the vehicle which approached from the left, crossed from X

to Y along the dashed line, and has proceeded slightly to the right oi Y Case

AA' shows the resulting orientation whun the vehicular speed is infinite with

respect to the wind speed; Cast- 1ý" shows the orientation of the cloud when the

ratio of vehicular to wind spved is approximately 8/3, i.e. a vehicle moving

40 mph in a 15 mph crosswind Case CC' shows an extreme situation with the ve-

hicular and wind speeds approximntely equal.

In theory for any of the 0iree cases shown the calculated flux values

should be identical if the same numbers of particles were disseminated along the

course from X to Y It each (i thc three clouds traverses a downwind sampling

position with no change in wind direction, the particle flux through a unit-

crossvind-distance segment of an infinitely tall vertical crosswind plane will be

identical for all three. Any existing crosswind diffusion should result in a

zero net exchange of material across X and across Y, as a result, no change occurs

in the average crosswind flux between X and Y since the total flux between X and

Y remains constant and the perpendicular distance between X and Y remains constant

*The direction of motion of an aircraft will be considered here to be that of

the course made good along the ground and not the oriertation of the aircraft
heading which because of crosswind drift cannot ie the same as the orientation of
the course made good along a ground line
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Fig. l--Cloud orientation% tur ,rree aitterent rdtiris "t d seitngVghlcl#'$ speed
to vind speed for the case sten tht aind 15 airctly scriss ttt, vehicle's course.
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provided the wind direction does not change. The effect of a change in wind dirction

is discussed in the next section

Figures 2 and 3 show the effect on the orienLation of the cloud caused b,..

winds not perpendicular to the vehicle's ground course; in Figure 2, there is a

partial headwind as the vehicle moves from left to right and, ii Figure 3, a partial

tailwind as the vehicle moves right to left

Again, the particle flux through a vertical plane of unit crosswind width

will be the same for all orientations provided that the wind does not change How-

ever, for the same amount of material disseminated along the dashed lines, the par-

ticle flux will be greater for the situations shown in Figures 2 and 3 than those

shown in FiF-re I. This intrease is a result of the greater crosswind source

strength, i.e. a fixed distance along a dashed line has a shorter crosswind dimen-

sion in Figures 2 and 3 than in Figure I. The crosswind distance (the perpendicular

distance between X and Y) is a function of the difference in the orientations of the

wind direction and the vehicle's course Thus, the true source strength per unit

crosswind distance is the source strength per uait distance of vehicular course

divided by the sine of the angle between the wind diretion and the vehicl,'s course

Thus far, this discussion of flux calculations has been kept simple by

not considering the situation where the wind direction changes between the time of

the cloud's dissemination and the time it reaches the sampling position The effect

of such a change in direction is examined in the next section
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Fig. 3--Cloud orientations for trfrea different ratios of disseminating vehic]e's speed

to wind speed for the case of a wine which is partially tail wind and parti&liy crosswind.
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III FFFU J 01- ( IIAN(.IS 1% WIND DIRII lION ON CALCVLATFD FlMX VALUES

nh, i1,agniLtf,!.-- (-l tlhangv,. in wind directlion depend upon the existing eddy

st rut turt- In nrnL rjI . 'tfd je,, can bc (la.,td in three size groups insofar as im-

pw-etanu. to th.- fhI leeslt-iCtat ton is c(,nctrn' d

Fir~t. e.ddit-, with dia,.vtcrsr much imaller than the downwind dimension of

thle dio-,meiratod cloud a, It arrivos at thi ,ampling position are of no particular

impirtance to ti,, tIjx LalcUlatiun since t~iev alone do little toward causing the

,loud to :)LOf., irrtgular or to change it:4 orientation If many small whirls exist

between the !•cuding edge. ,nd the trallig u-dgo of the cloud, they tend in series to

give a net ,Ilect of zero. or no whirl "tt all Thus, no allowance need be made for

therm in t1,. IluX calculation which is fortunatf. since obtaining the information

reqtuired.I for making the al lowance ii probably not possible with equipment presently

Seond, eddies with diamtters of the order of the downwind dimension of

t0-. - lld o.ndoohitt,dly have a mark.d effect on tht sampling recoveries obtained. The

e.Alect irom Lilt-v. c.ddies is not due alone to the changes in wind direction or the

resulLing Irre.geelarity in th,- clo.,d but alse to the variable wind speed associated

with the eddied.- The net wind spet.d at tt-e sampling position includes both the speed

of turning (A the- eddy and thme -,pe.,.d witli which the eddy is being translated. Thus,

the. wind -s,,d ,_epritnte,-d will have..j val-.4 in a po.isible range of twice the rota-

I i,•nal sputd of Ltilt, 4ddV. Tt,.- * rrori introndoced into the calculated flux values by

.tidles of this dimntoion appear t,, he unavtidable with present instrumentation and

heVnce, ,iu3t h Je.ek,)ted a, part Of thi. expe rtmkntal uncertainty inherent in the method

ti.#.( WMs, rta. tl,%- omall eddi-•- teind to cdne..l cajch other out, the effects from

these larger eddices will tend to tancel out only by averaging the results obtained

from several trIal,

rt.•al ly. mi,•h larger udde. whuhich are aeootated with simultaneous wind

direction changes over a larg,, are.a are eddies for which allowance may be made in

tile flux calculations With' eddies of this dimension. any pair of paired points,

AA'. 1B' and (C' in Figir..s 1. 2 and 3 would continue to remain a constant distance

apart with Lonstant b-aring4 on each other regardless of the change in wind direc-

tion. Thus, therec is no tvndenev for one. point to rotate about the other or, at

least, the net teiidefncy Is zero

The eff•ct of such a wind shift on the soijrce strength value per unit of

crosswind distance IS *.hown graj1 hICaliy in Figure 4 The figure shows each of the

three initial linr..•. AA'. BIC and (C. and the. changes in crosswind distance they

undergo di, to 'hittll in wind dirt.ction In each case. the line segment maintains

a constant length and oritentation at ea(h of the four po-.tions shown It is

readily .v-en that .j, th•.,e rtmain tonstant thee. ros-.wind distance between the two
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Fig. 4--Effect of initial cloud orientation on the change in crosswind dimensions of
a cloud as the mind direction changes, shown for three initial cloud orientations witkt
the same crossoind dimensions.
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points bounding the segment varies appreciably ,ith changes in wind direction., It

follows, that the source strurngiL per unit croiswind distance also changes appre-

ciably with changes in wind direction Moreover, in the cases of BB' and CC', a

given amount of change has a different effect when the change is to the left rather

than to the right

The crosswind distanccs are indicated by the letter W in Figure 4 After

making an approximate 35 turn the crosswind distance between A and A' has decrea3ed

and hence tbe source strength has increased (per unit crosswind distance); after the

first turn, the crosswind distance between B and B' remains virtually unchanged. In

the case of CC', the crosswind di-tancc increases, thus decreasing the source strength,

A second turn equal to the first but opposite in direction returns to the original

situation- A third turn equal to the second has a very different effect on the cross-

wind distances for BB' and CC' than did the first turn from the original conditions

Now, the value of W is sharply reduced, particularly in the case of CC'. Here the

crc,sswind distance is less than 1/4 that after the first change in wind direction.

Admittedly, this is an extreme examplh since the wind speed is equal to the vehicular

speed and hence probably not an operational situation unless a slow-moving ground

vehicle were used. However, even a moderate-speed ground vehicle might become in-

volved in a situation shown by BB' Here the longest value of W is 1.6 times that

of the shortest value.

As mentioned earlier, the effective number of particles per gram may be

calculated by dividing the integrated flux value by the crosswind source strength

at the time the cloud transits the sampling array. Referring to Figure 5 to help

clarify the concepts involved

1. A vehicle travels from I to B' in unit time and encounters a wind the

direction of which is D with a speed equal to the distance from J to B per unito

time.

2 The weight of material disseminated along JB' will, when the vehicle

reaches B', be distributed along the line BB'.

3. If at this tinic the wind shifts from a direction of D to D and main-
0

tains this new direction until the cloud has passed the sampling position, the

crosswind distance between B and B' at the time of sampling is equal to the length

of the line KB', thus the source strength per unit crosswind distance is the weight

of material disseminated between . and B' divided by the distance between K and B'

In practice, the soIrtv ,trength value is likely to be reported as the

weight disseminated per unit distance of vehicular travel rhis value must be

multiplied by the ratio of tht distance from J to B' and from K to B' to give the

source strength per unit crosswind distance. This ratio is
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V1
W sin (D-R) + (u /V) sin (D-D)

0

where

V = vehicular spe'.d

W = crosswind distance between points i•n cloud disserninated

unit time apart

u = wind speed at time of dissemination0

D = wind direction at time of dissemination
0

D = wind direction at time of sampling

R = true bearing of vehicle's course

For the purposes of Eq 1), the wind directions are taken to bp the

direction toward which the air is moving in order that the air motion and the

orientation of the vehicular course may be considered in the same sense with both

motions identified by their headings,

The discussion thus far has been in terms of two wind directions only,

the directions at the time of dissemination and at the time of sampling. Actually,

to the extent that the assumption is valid that the points B and B' will maintain a

constant separation and orientaLion other wind directions may occur between the time

of dissemination and sampling without affecting the ratio between V and W.

Thus far, no mention has been made of the wind speed at the time of samp-

ling. The reason for this is that the wind speed at the time of sampliug has no

effect on the crosswind source strength nor, by the same reasoning, on the flux

through a vertical plane of unit crosswind width. Admittedly, with higher winds a

smaller proportion of the flux is recovered by samplers and adjustments must be

made accordingly to the recovery values for the purpose of estimating the flux.

The actual flux calculation is discusicd in the next section.
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IV. CALCUIATION OF NUMBER OF PARTICLES PER UNIT WEIGHT OF MATERIAL

The flux through a vertical plane with a width of unit crosswind distance

is given by

S ffu c dt dz (2)

whaere

N a total number of particles through a vertical plane with a

width of unit crosswind distance

u = wind speed at time, t, at height, z

c = particle concentration at time, t, at height, z

It is impractical to have continuous sampling in the vertical; therefore, the inte-

gration with respect to height is substituted for by the product of tLe summation of

the total dosage -- wind speed products obtained at uniformly spaced heights And the

spacing between samplers, These total dosages are the valuts of the time integral

of the concentration at each position and are obtained by dividing the particle re-

covery at the position by the volume sampling rate. Thus,

N A u7 P/F (3)

where

LZ - vertical spacing between samplers

U a wind speed at height, z

P - number of particles recovered at height, a

F - volume sampled per unit time
S

The transition from Eq. (2) to Eq. (3) implies that u has now become a , i.e.,

the wind speed value used is the average speed during the time of cloud passage.

The effect on the calculated efficiency valucs caused by the way this value of u

is chosen is discussed in the next section.

The number of particles effectively aerosolized per unit weight oi material

by a disseminating device is

n -(4)
m

whore

n a number of particles aeroso'ised rit unit weight

X a total number of particles thrugh a vertical plane with a width

of unit crosswind distance

m a weight of material disseminsted per unit crosswind distance

n~~~ ~ - -----m ----
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The value of m, as mentioned in the preceding section, is

M Vm - x- (E)
L

where

M total weight of material disseminated,

L z ground distance traveled by vehicle while disseminating M,

and V/W is defined by Eq. (1).

Substituting from Eqs. (1), (3) and (5) in Eq. (4) gives

1 u rz z o
n a m-F sin (D-R) + -sin (D -D (6)

where

n - number of particles aerosolized per unit weight of material

S- vertical spacing between samplers

L - length of ground path traveled by disseminating vehicle while

disseminating

M = total weight of material disseminated

u - wind speed at height, z

P - number of particles recovered at height, a

F - volume of air sampled per unit timez
D a direction toward which wind is blowing at time ok sampling

D 0 direction toward which wind was blowing at time ot dissemination

R - direction of ground is(rce of disseminating vehicle

V * speed of vehicle

Note that the expression for V/W must be included w.thin the sumition since D is

a function oZ height.

Uncertainties about the correct values for the parameters in the right

hand side of Eq. (6) combine (not additvely) to produce a total undertainty as to

the correct value of n. Th. prohible magnitude of thest uncertainties is dis-

%ussed In the next section.
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V. DISCUSSION

The variables which affect the calculated value of n, the number of

particles aerosolized per unit weight of material, include:

1. Vertical spacing between samplers. This generally is constant and,

within the framework of field trial uncertainties, is precisely known. An ex-

ception to the constant spacing occurs at the top and bottom of the sampling array;

above the top sampler the spacing is infinite while below the bottom sampler the

spacing is zero to the boundary if there is a sampler at ground level. Generally,

there is no sampler at ground level which is usually unimportant in the cise of

dissemLnations from aircraft; for ground vehicle disseminations, the assumptions

used in extrapolating the concentration values from the lowest sampler to the ground

may have a marked effect on the calculated value of n.

2. Length of dissemination line. This distance should be accurately

known for a ground vehicle and somewhat less accurately known for an aircraft. The

percentage error for either type of vehicle is probably small.

3. Total weight of material disseminated. The weight disseminated is

generally accurately known.

4. Volume of air sampled per unit time. The sampling rate is accurately

known if everything works right, the correct pressure drop is maintained, the

critical orifice controlling the flow rate doesn't become wholly or partially ob-

structed, etc.

5. Wind speed. The accuracy of the wind speed measurements depends on

the characteristics f the instrumentation used. Percentage errors tend to be large

at low wind speeds, particularly, near the anemometer's starting speed. Even when

measured accurtiely, the wind speed value used is almost certainly in error since

it usually is an average apse.. taken over a considerably longer time span than re-

quired for the cloud to pas, the sampling tower. Generally, the major portion of

zhe particle cloud traverses the sampling tower after 300 ft of travel within ver-

tical limits of 50-60 ft. If the cloud is cylindrical, a major portion of the cloud

is included within the same downwind dimension. At 10 mph, this major portion of

the cloud would transit the sampling position in approximately four seconds. Since

it generally is not known exactly which four-second period is involved, an average

speed over a considerably longer period is generally used in calculating the value

of n. This practice rarely gives the correct value but entatls less risk of a

gross error which might possibly result from the use of the wrong short-term aver-

age. This wind speed error must be accepted as part of the experimental uncertainty

Laherent in the system until the time when the time of cloud passage is known with

greater precision. If the cloud's passage could be observed visually, greater re-
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liance could be put in a short-oerm average wind speed value. The wind speed at

the time of dissemination also affects the calculated value of n but only, as

will be seen below, when the wind speed is a substantial fraction of the dissemi-

nating vehicle's speed.

6. Number of particle.3 recovered The number of particles recovered at

a particular position is generally estimated by examining a portion of the sample

and multiplying the number of particles observed by ar, appropriate factor. If the

number recovered is small, the total sample is usually examined completely but

such samples normally do not contribute substantially to the total summation of

recoveries at all positions. Hence, an uncertainty exists with respect to the

reliability of the estimated total vecovery at a given position. However, in

adding the recoveries at several positions the relative uncertainty tends to de-

crease because of the tendency of the errors to cancel each other. A far greater

error associated with recovery values is invoked by assuming that the observed

value and the average value over the space, AZ, are identical. These uncertainties,

again, are inherent in the system and cannot be avoided. They can be decreased by

making C2 as small as possible.

7. Ground course of the disseminating vehicle. The value of this

parameter is usually accurately known.

8. Wind direction. Much of the comment on wind speed is applicable to

wind direction as well. An averagc direction taken over a period of time con-

siderably longer than the time of cloud passage almost inevitably entails some

error in the value used buc ensures that the error generally is moderate. Exami-

nation of Figures 6-11 leads to an estimate of the error probably aosociated with

wind direction. Looking first at Figure 6, the value of V/W may be found as a

function of the difference in the dire tion of air flow and the disseminating ve-

hicle's course (D-R) and as a function of the change in wind direction between the

time of dissemination and the time of sampling (D -D) Figure 6 shows the reletion

for a particular value of the ratio between vehicular and wind speeds of 32. Here,

it may be seen that the value of V/W is little affected by even large values of

(D -D). Hence, it is obvious that this parameter may justifiably be ignored when

a jet aircraft is used as the dissemineting vehicle.

The relationship among the various parameters when th.' vehicular speed

is 16 times the wind speed is shown in Figure 1. This ratio of 16 is one that has

frequently been encountered at least approximately during field calibration triaas

of disseminating devices. An aircraft traveling at 180 mph with the wind opeed

*The bracketed portion of Eq. (6).
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ranging from 10 to 15 mph gives a value of the ratio ranging from 18 to 12. Although

j changes in wind direction between dissemination and sampling times have a greater

effect than for the high speed aircraft, the error introduced by ignoring this param-

eter is generally small compared to that caused by the use of the wrong value of

(D-R). A 10' error in the value of (D-R) leads to a greaLer error in V/W than doe-

S igaoring a 300 shift in wind direction between dissemination and sampling trimes.

Thus, dropping the (u /V) sin (Do-D) term from Eq. (6) is probably justified

A rule-of-thumb was adopted after the results of many of these calibration

I trials had been analyzed which specified that the results from trials for which the

value of (D-R) was less than 45' would not be used for the purpose of arriving at an

average calibrated value or efficiency value. It can be seen in Figure 7 that appre-

ciable errors in the value of V/W will result for errors of 10-i5' in the value of

(D-R) when the latter is smaller than 45'. Ignoring the effect of (D -D) is equiva-
0

lent to assuming it equal to 0; hence, the (D -D = 0) curve applies in this case-,

These erro s are of the order of 15-20%. Using errors of this magnitude as a cri-

terion of unacceptability, it can be seen by examining Figures 8-11 that ignoring

the tact that (D -D) may not actually equal zero becomes increasingly unacceptable
0

as the ratio between vehicular and wind speeds decreases. For example, consider

Figure 10 for the case when the true value of (D-R) is 50' and the true value of

(Do-D) is -10' and the values used are 60' and 0' respectively. The true value of

V/W is 1.48 and the value used is 1.16. Thus, the value used will introduce an

error into the calculated flux values of 22%. For the slow aircraft (Figure 7),

the error would be 12% and for the high-speed aircraft (Figure 6), also 12%, with

the error in V/W. attributable almost entirely to the 10' error in the value of

(D-R) in the latter two cases.

By this time, it is obvious that calculation of flux values involving

slow-moving disseminators with the effect of change of wind direction ignored will

almost certainly lead to extremely erratic results. Moreover, when the parameter

is not ignored the error in estimating its value is still important to the accuracy

of the flux calculation. Thus, the use of the "drive-by" method of calibrating an

aerosol generator must n2cessarily entail considerable variability in the flux

calculations and hence in the calibrated values of the disseminator's output. If

the drive-by method is used, many repetitions of the calibration trial are required

if confidence is to be placed in the mean (or median) value as being representative

of the true value of the device.
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Fig. 8-Values of V/1W, thit ratio between the distance the vehicle travels In unit time and the
crosswind distance between two points in the cloud disseminated unit time apart, as a function of
the difference between the sampling time wind direction and the vehicle's course and of the change
In wind direction between dissemination and sampling times for the case shore the vehicle's speed
is eight times the wind speed.
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fig. 10ý-Values at V/1, the ratio between the distance the vehicle travels In unit time and the
crossaind distance between two points in the clood disseminated unit time apart, as a funct ion of
the difference between the sampling time vind direction and the vehicle's course and of the change
In wind direction between dissemination and sampling times for the case where the vehicle's speed
Is twice the mind speed.
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Fig. 11-Valuss of OfI the ratio between the distance the vehicle travels In unit time and the

crosswind distance between two points in the cloud disseminated unit Ame apart, as a function of
the difference Wietsen the sampling time mind direction and the vehicle's cowrse and of the change
in mind direction between dissemination and samoling times twr the case shore the vehicle's speed

is the same as the mind speed.


